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A  EX 2 
MARKET OVERVIEW 
 
METHODOLOGICAL  OTE 
The main sources for the data presented in this Annex are National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs), exceptions are 
noted. A validation meeting with representatives from NRAs took place in November 2008. Furthermore, draft versions 
of the charts in this annex (excluding data on tariffs) were distributed to the NRAs before this report was finalised for 
their comments. 
The source for the population figures is Eurostat. 
The  source  for  the  exchange  rates  is  the  European  Central  Bank.  Prices  are  portrayed  in  euros  in  current  prices. 
Purchase power parity methodology is, in principle, not used for the specific objective of this Report. 
In each Report figures from previous years are revised, therefore the figure for a certain date may diverge from previous 
Reports. 
Precisely: 
Figures about the market in sections 1 (mobile interconnection, mobile operators, mobile number portability), 2 (fixed 
market, fixed number portability), 3 (prices for LLU), 4 (bundled offers), and 5 (broadcasting) were provided by the 
National  Regulatory  Authorities  (NRAs)  in  response  to  a  questionnaire  on  regulatory  market  data  sent  by  the 
Commission in July 2008. Data on mobile subscribers (section 1) refer to October 2008 and come from the NRAs 
unless otherwise specified. 
Data in section 3 on broadband access are provided by the NRAs and the national ministries through the Electronic 
Communications Committee (COCOM). Data have been collected from July 2002 to July 2007 three times a year, in 
January, June and October, whereas from July 2007 onwards they will be collected in January and July only. The latest 
figures in this report refer to 1 January 2009 unless otherwise specified. 
Price information in sections 1 (mobile tariffs), 2 (PSTN tariffs) and 6 (retail leased lines prices) and partly in section 3 
is taken from a study carried out for the Commission by Teligen, Strategy Analitics Ltd. These data are collected from 
primary sources (i.e. directly from the incumbent operators and new entrants) and checked by the NRAs.   
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I TRODUCTIO : MARKET I DICATORS 
In this introduction, for the first time some economic indicators in the market are presented. 
The first graph is the telecom revenue and investment over GDP (constant prices) for 2007 in the EU. The total telecom 
sector revenue for 2007 represents 3% of the European GDP at constant prices for 2007. Investment in the telecom 
sector represents 14.74% of the revenues in the market. Alternative fixed operators are responsible of 45.78% of the 
investment in the fixed  market. The fixed  market accounts for 58% of the total investment in the sector  while it 
accounts for 49% of the market in terms of revenues. 
Figure 1: Telecom Revenue and Investment over GDP, 2007 
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Belgium: Change in revenues definition compared to last year: resellers are also included 
Change in investment definition compared to last year: resellers are also included 
Bulgaria: Total Revenue from Fixed market revenue from ADSL is not included 
Investment by alternative operators Investments in payphones are included 
Denmark:  Total  investment:  Incumbent  incl.  Subsidiaries.  Regarding  investment  by  mobile  operators,  the  companies  undertaking  tangible 
investments are involved in other activities than mobile communication and hence by our definition the investments cannot be confined to the market 
of mobile communication. Furthermore the provided figure comprises only TDC, Sonofon, Telia and Hi3G i.e. the companies who own a mobile 
network thereby excluding service providers. 
Greece: 'Total revenue from fixed market' is defined as the total revenue (receipts and payments) 
Investments: 'Total value of tangible investments in telecommunication networks' denotes the total gross investment 
Ireland: The data that ComReg supplied was a limited sample as mentioned in the questionnaire and does not reflect total investment in the market. 
Luxembourg: SEE Rapport stat. Annual 2007 at www.ilr.lu for definitions. Investment figures: provisional values.  
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The  Netherlands:  Total  Revenue  from  Fixed  market  excluding  all  broadcast  revenues  (cable,  satellite,  terrestrial,  IpTV  together  was  1.063). 
Investment: OECD estimates. 
Austria: Total Revenue from Fixed market revenues from leased lines and interconnection services included. Total Revenue from Mobile market 
revenues from interconnection services and international roaming included 
Investments in acquiring property (land and building) not included 
Portugal: Investment figures for alternative and mobile operators are estimates. Total revenue from fixed market does not include leased lines services 
and internet services provision (ADSL, cable modem, etc.) 
Poland: turnover in the telecommunications sector not available: only data concerning the total revenues from telecommunications activity. 
Finland Statistics Finland 
Sweden: Turnover of the telecommunication sector includes revenues from end-users of fixed call services, mobile call services, Internet services, 
data communications services and mobile data traffic and MMS as well as revenues from interconnections in fixed and mobile networks and data 
communication services to operator. Revenues from TV-services are not included. 
United Kingdom : Total Revenue from Fixed market: Revenues from services for which Ofcom collects data - includes retail and wholesale revenues; 
The Office for National Statistics estimates telecoms revenue at £61.5bn; data not comparable to that submitted previously as it no longer includes an 
estimate of non-regulated retail turnover (which contributed £10.0bn in the figures submitted for 2006); data are as appears in Ofcom's 2008 Uk 
Communications Market Report and is for the calendar year 2007. 
Investments: OECD estimates  
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Figure 2: Total Investment variation and revenues variation 
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Telecom Investment variation, 2006-2007
 
Belgium: Change in investment definition compared to last year: resellers are also included 
Bulgaria: Investment by alternative operators Investments in payphones are included 
Denmark:  Total  investment:  Incumbent  incl.  Subsidiaries.  Regarding  investment  by  mobile  operators,  the  companies  undertaking  tangible 
investments are involved in other activities than mobile communication and hence by our definition the investments cannot be confined to the market 
of mobile communication. Furthermore the provided figure comprises only TDC, Sonofon, Telia and Hi3G i.e. the companies who own a mobile 
network thereby excluding service providers. 
Greece: 'Total value of tangible investments in telecommunication networks' denotes the total gross investment 
Ireland: The data that ComReg supplied was a limited sample as mentioned in the questionnaire and does not reflect total investment in the market. 
Luxembourg: Investment figures: provisional values. 
The Netherlands: OECD estimates. 
Austria: Investments in acquiring property (land and building) not included 
Portugal: Investment figures for alternative and mobile operators are estimates. 
Finland Statistics Finland 
United Kingdom : Investments: OECD estimates  
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Belgium: Change in revenues definition compared to last year: resellers are also included 
Bulgaria: Total Revenue from Fixed market revenue from ADSL is not included 
Denmark:  Total  investment:  Incumbent  incl.  Subsidiaries.  Regarding  investment  by  mobile  operators,  the  companies  undertaking  tangible 
investments are involved in other activities than mobile communication and hence by our definition the investments cannot be confined to the market 
of mobile communication. Furthermore the provided figure comprises only TDC, Sonofon, Telia and Hi3G i.e. the companies who own a mobile 
network thereby excluding service providers. 
Greece: 'Total revenue from fixed market' is defined as the total revenue (receipts and payments) 
Ireland: The data that ComReg supplied was a limited sample as mentioned in the questionnaire and does not reflect total investment in the market. 
Luxembourg: SEE Rapport stat. Annual 2007 at www.ilr.lu for definitions.  
The Netherlands: Total Revenue from Fixed market excluding all broadcast revenues (cable, satellite, terrestrial, IpTV together was 1.063).  
Austria: Total Revenue from Fixed market revenues from leased lines and interconnection services included. Total Revenue from Mobile market 
revenues from interconnection services and international roaming included 
Portugal: Total revenue from fixed market does not include leased lines services and internet services provision (ADSL, cable modem, etc.) 
Poland: turnover in the telecommunications sector not available: only data concerning the total revenues from telecommunications activity. 
Finland Statistics Finland 
Sweden: Turnover of the telecommunication sector includes revenues from end-users of fixed call services, mobile call services, Internet services, 
data communications services and mobile data traffic and MMS as well as revenues from interconnections in fixed and mobile networks and data 
communication services to operator. Revenues from TV-services are not included. 
United Kingdom : Total Revenue from Fixed market: Revenues from services for which Ofcom collects data - includes retail and wholesale revenues; 
The Office for National Statistics estimates telecoms revenue at £61.5bn; data not comparable to that submitted previously as it no longer includes an 
estimate of non-regulated retail turnover (which contributed £10.0bn in the figures submitted for 2006); data are as appears in Ofcom's 2008 Uk 
Communications Market Report and is for the calendar year 2007.  
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1. MOBILE MARKET 
This section provides information on the number of mobile subscribers and the penetration rate for mobile telephony 
services. It also shows the number of both mobile network operators and mobile service providers as well as the market 
share of the main players in each Member State.  
1.1. MOBILE PE ETRATIO  
This section provides information on the number of mobile subscribers and the penetration rate for mobile telephony 
services in each Member State. The growth in the penetration rate since October 2004 is also shown. 
Where available, data have been provided by the National Regulatory Authorities (NRAs).  
The EU average is a weighted average by the number of subscribers. 
It  should  be  noted  that  operators  and  regulators  use  different  methods  to  count  the  number  of  subscribers.  Some 
regulators distinguish between the overall number of mobile subscribers and the number of active subscribers. The table 
indicates where this information is available. Some operators consider the total number of users that have made or 
received a call or sent an SMS in the last 9 or 6 months, whereas others only consider the active users of the last 3 
months. This has an impact on the penetration rate, especially in small countries 
The chart below displays the number of mobile subscribers in the EU between 2004 and 2008. In October 2008 there 
were around 592.22 million mobile subscribers, with an increase of around 40 million since October 2007 (+15.69%). 
Penetration rate is 119% of EU population (+7.2 percentage points since last year).  
Figure 3: Mobile subscribers penetration in the EU 
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(based on mobile active subscribers)
EU subscribers EU penetration rate
Source: Commission services based on NRA data and EMC estimates   
Data include 2G and 3G mobile network operators' subscribers as well as mobile service providers' subscribers. Data are not comparable with 
previous reports (updated figures for previous years have been provided by some NRAs). 
The following map shows the mobile penetration rate in the EU countries and the next chart shows the absolute number 
of mobile subscribers in each Member States (columns) and the penetration rate (dots), measured as the number of  
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subscribers  per  100  inhabitants.  Where  available  figures  include  2G  and  3G  subscribers  for  both  mobile  network 
operators and mobile service providers. 
Penetration rate is above 100% in 23 Member States; Italy (152%), Lithuania (149%) and Latvia (142%) have the 
highest values. 
Figure 4: Mobile penetration by subscribers map 2008 
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Figure 5: Mobile subscribers and penetration rate 2008 
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Mobile subscribers Penetration rate
 
Austria: numbers as of 30.06.2008  
Finland: amount of subscriptions on 30.6.2008 
United Kingdom: Data as of July 2008 
The following chart displays for each Member State the growth of the mobile penetration rate between October 2007 
and October 2008, unless otherwise indicated. Penetration rate has grown significantly in Germany (+15 percentage 
points (p.p.)), Portugal (+15 percentage points (p.p.)), and Bulgaria (around +14 p.p.). 
Figure 6: Mobile penetration rate 2007 2008 by Member State  
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The following chart shows, for each Member State split between post-paid and pre-paid subscribers. At EU level, 
58.2% of subscribers use a pre-paid system. In four countries pre-paid subscribers are more than 70% and in Italy and 
Malta they are above 85%. 
Figure 7: Mobile subscribers: prepaid and monthly paid split 2008 
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Austria: numbers as of 30.06.2008  
Finland: amount of subscriptions on 30.6.2008 
United Kingdom: Data as of July 2008  
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1.2. PLAYERS I  THE MOBILE MARKET  
This section shows the number of mobile licenses granted in each Member State for the provision of mobile services 
(2G/3G mobile network operators and mobile service providers). License for analogue mobile service are not phased 
out in Poland (phasing out: 17-12-2016). 
Data have been provided by the national regulatory authorities and refer to the situation in July 2008. 
The following chart shows the number of mobile network operators licensed to provide digital mobile services (second-
generation). The number of operators indicates the real magnitude of the choice of operators for customers of digital 
mobile services, since very often operators have licences for both GSM 900 and DCS 1800. Mobile network operators 
have been identified as having only GSM 900 or only DCS 1800 frequencies, or both (in which case they have usually 
been granted a GSM 900 licence which has subsequently been extended to the DCS 1800 band). 
Figure 8: 2.G Mobile  etwork Operators 
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France: Mobile national operators for mainland France only. Overseas departments are excluded.   
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Figure 9: Mobile network operators 2008 
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The following two figures indicate the number of UMTS licenses granted in each Member State and the status of the 
launch of 3G services: trial (tests with a closed group of selected users) or commercial (fully commercial services open 
to any users at standard tariffs). 
Figure 10: UMTS licences, July 2008  
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Figure 11: UMTS operators offering commercial services, July 2008 
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1.3. MOBILE OPERATORS’ MARKET SHARES  
The following charts present the market shares, based on subscribers, of the leading operator, the main competitor and 
the other competitors in the mobile market. Operators’ market shares have been calculated for the overall mobile market 
(including DCS 1800/GSM 900 and UMTS subscribers).  
Data concerning market shares are based on the data supplied by the NRAs except for where they are confidential. Data 
for these countries are estimates from European Mobile Communications and refer to 3Q 2008.  
In Cyprus one operator largely dominates the market with more than 85%. In Slovenia the leading operator retains more 
than 60% of the market. In 15 Member States the leading operators have between 40% and 55%. The lowest market 
share  of  the  leading  operator  is  in  the  United  Kingdom,  with  25%.  EU  average  has  been  weighted  using  mobile 
subscribers for each country. At EU level, the market share of the leading operator and its competitors decreased on 
average compared to 2007.   
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Figure 12: EU average mobile operators market share 
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Figure 13: Market share of the leading operator in the market, October 2008 
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Figure 14: Mobile market share based on subscribers, October 2008 
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1.4. MOBILE  UMBER PORTABILITY 
Mobile number portability enables mobile subscribers to retain their number when they move from one operator to 
another. 
Figures refer to the number of transactions calculated up to 1
st October each year, unless stated otherwise under each 
table. 
According to the data at our disposal for 25 countries, the mobile ported numbers have increased during the past period 
(+14.1million) and as of October 2008 almost 60.7 million subscribers have ported their number since the introduction 
of this possibility  
The percentage of ported numbers in the EU over the total mobile subscribers since the introduction of mobile number 
portability is now 9.3%.  
Spain and Italy continues to lead in terms of the number of subscribers that have ported their numbers (around million). 
Finland has the highest percentage of ported numbers over the total of mobile subscribers (68%) followed by Denmark 
(42.06%) and then Spain (28.87%). 
In Estonia, Spain, Lithuania and Malta there is no inter-operator charge for the porting of mobile numbers.  
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Figure 15: Mobile ported numbers. Time taken for mobile portability, October 2008 
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Figure 16: Percentage of Mobile ported numbers over total mobile subscribers, October 2008 
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1.5. MOBILE TARIFFS 
1. The analysis of national (as opposed to roaming) mobile services is based on the OECD baskets 
for digital mobile services. OECD baskets have undergone a revision that resulted in a new set of 
baskets at the beginning of 2006, as opossed to old 2002 OECD baskets. Mobile baskets have been 
updated with current traffic weights and volumes. The changes are significant enough to prohibit 
the use of the new baskets with old data. 
The baskets contain an SMS element, they include calls to several mobile networks, and they do not 
cover international calls. In addition, MMS element is included in the basket, while both MMS and 
SMS are separated for peak and off-peak times, and on-net and off-net destinations. Also, voicemail 
is included in the baskets, whereas off-net calls can be directed to several networks. There are 3 
different baskets, based on low, medium and high usage levels. Packages analysed in this section 
are  both  Post-Paid  and  Pre-Paid  packages.  Some  of  the  main  properties  of  the  "2006  OECD" 
baskets are: 
Low usage basket with:   
30 outgoing calls per month + 33 SMS messages   
22% of calls are to fixed line phones, 70% to mobile phones, 8% to voicemail, 
Medium usage basket with:   
65 outgoing calls per month + 50 SMS messages   
21% of calls are to fixed line phones, 72% to mobile phones, 7% to voicemail,  
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High usage basket with:   
140 outgoing calls per month + 55 SMS messages   
20% of calls are to fixed line phones, 73% to mobile phones, 7% to voicemail.  
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Each basket also has a unique definition of time of day distribution and call duration, and includes 
the monthly rental, and any registration charges distributed over 3 years. 
The  two  most  prominent  operators  in  each  country  are  covered,  based  on  available  subscriber 
numbers. All relevant packages from each operator are considered, but the final results presented 
here only show the cheapest package for each basket. 
The asterisk (*) behind the package name means that the package name and/or its structure have 
changed between 2007 and 2008. The package chosen at any time is the cheapest package from that 
provider for the usage profile in question. This may give rise to significant price changes over time. 
The balance of fixed and usage in the mobile baskets varies considerably between countries, as the 
preferred packages in some countries contain a lot of calling time included in the fixed charge. 
A full description of the methodology can be found at the end of this report.  
The names of the tariff packages used in the basket analysis are found in the table below. 
2. In order to show a price trend, the "2006 OECD" baskets have been used. Mobile services from 
2006 till 2008 are used. The graphs will show the average price developments for the EU countries, 
using a simple average  across all member  countries per  year. The averages cover the cheapest 
package from the same mobile operators.  
From 2007, Bulgaria and Romania are also included.  
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1.5.1. 2006 OECD baskets 
Figure 17: Low usage basket post paid 
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0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0 30.0
Austria, Mobilkom, bob vierer  *
Lithuania, Omnitel, Mano 9  *
Estonia, Tele2 Estonia, Hinnaliider 75 
Finland, Elisa, Kolombus K1  *
Cyprus, CYTA, Lite 
Lithuania, Tele2, Standartinis 1 
Denmark, TDC Mobil, Simply  *
Poland, Era, Zero  *
Netherlands, KPN, SIM only €12.50  *
Luxembourg, Tango, Knock out 
Estonia, Eesti Mobiltelefon, POP!  *
Cyprus, MTN, MTN 140 
Netherlands, Vodafone, SIM only 17.50   2 year *
Denmark, Sonofon, Base 
Poland, Orange, poznaj nową taryfę 25  *
Sweden, Tele 2 Comviq, Comviq Kompis  *
Latvia, Tele2 Latvia, Brivais 
Luxembourg, LuxGSM, Basic 
Finland, Sonera, Min Sonera   Samtal 50  + SMS 50 *
Romania, Orange, Flexible 7 Prices in Euro *
Sweden, Telia, Telia Mobil Bingo 12 months  *
Austria, T Mobile, Telering Kleiner Basta  *
Romania, Vodafone, Vodafone 50 Prices in Euro *
Hungary, Pannon, Pannon 60 + SMS 40 *
Latvia, LMT, Formula 8 
Hungary, T Mobile, MobilOtthon Premium + SMS Option *
Bulgaria, Globul, 30+ 
Slovenia, Si.mobil Vodafone, Orto U Nulo  *
Slovenia, Mobitel, Uniform 
Bulgaria, M Tel, M Tel Fix  *
Belgium, Proximus, Smile Bundle €10 + WE On net 
Slovakia, Orange, Pausal 299 Sk 
Slovakia, T Mobile, 20+20Viac 
Czech, O2, Simple 240  *
Czech, T Mobile, Kredit 250 
Greece, Cosmote, Zero Free  *
Portugal, Vodafone, Plano Best Total 1  *
Portugal, TMN, Rede t  *
Belgium, Mobistar, My10  *
Ireland, O2, Clear 50 18 month *
Greece, Vodafone, Vodafone No Fee  *
Italy, TIM, Easy TIM New  *
Germany, T Mobile, Relax 50 + SMS 40 *
France, Orange, Zap 11 18 17 euro/24 months  *
Germany, Vodafone, Kombi Wochenende 60 SIM only *
Spain, MoviStar, Contrato Empresas Tramos Horarios 
Spain, Vodafone, Contrato Mañana 
Italy, Vodafone, 6 Libero  *
Ireland, Vodafone, Perfect Choice 50  *
Malta, Go, Go Together 
UK, T Mobile, Combi 15 18 month plan *
France, SFR, Forfait Bloques 19.90 euro 24 months *
Malta, Vodafone Malta, CUG1000  *
UK, O2, Pay Monthly 75 18 month plan *
euro per month including VAT
2008
2007
 
Entries with an asterisk (*) after the name have changed the package name and structure since last year. 
Figure 18: Low usage basket pre & post paid  
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0.0 5.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 25.0
Austria, Mobilkom, bob vierer  *
Cyprus, CYTA, Soeasy  *
Cyprus, MTN, Pay as you go  *
Lithuania, Omnitel, Mano 9  *
Latvia, Tele2 Latvia, ZeltaZivtina Pamattarifs  *
Estonia, Tele2 Estonia, Hinnaliider 75 
Denmark, Sonofon, Selvhenter.dk 
Finland, Elisa, Kolombus Prepaid  *
Latvia, LMT, Okarte Goody  *
Lithuania, Tele2, Pildyk Standard  *
Romania, Vodafone, Cartela Vodafone Prices in Euro *
Sweden, Tele 2 Comviq, Kontant Amigos 
Denmark, TDC Mobil, MobilTid Online 
Poland, Era, Zero  *
Estonia, Eesti Mobiltelefon, POP! Prepaid  *
Netherlands, KPN, SIM only €12.50  *
Germany, T Mobile, Xtra Click Online  *
Luxembourg, Tango, Knock out 
Netherlands, Vodafone, SIM only 17.50   2 year *
Poland, Orange, Go (Charge up below Zl.25.00)
Austria, T Mobile, Telering Mücke  *
Germany, Vodafone, CallYa Compact Online
Slovenia, Si.mobil Vodafone, Halo SMS Prepaid  *
Romania, Orange, Prepay Favourite Time Prices in Euro *
Portugal, Vodafone, Vodafone Directo Sem Carregamentos
Portugal, TMN, UZO 
Luxembourg, LuxGSM, Basic 
Malta, Go, Base  *
Finland, Sonera, Min Sonera   Samtal 50  + SMS 50 *
Sweden, Telia, Refill Flexibel 100  *
Hungary, T Mobile, Domino Aktív 
Hungary, Pannon, Pannon 60 + SMS 40 *
Bulgaria, Globul, 30+ 
Belgium, Mobistar, Simply Prepaid  *
UK, T Mobile, Pay As You Go Mates Rates  *
Slovenia, Mobitel, Mobi  *
Bulgaria, M Tel, M Tel Fix  *
Belgium, Proximus, Smile Bundle €10 + WE On net 
UK, O2, Pay & Go Talkalot + Calls&Message Bolt On *
Slovakia, Orange, Pausal 299 Sk 
Slovakia, T Mobile, 20+20Viac 
Greece, Vodafone, A La Carte  + 30 Vf/Fx *
Czech, O2, Simple 240  *
Czech, T Mobile, Kredit 250  *
Ireland, Vodafone, Advantage 
Greece, Cosmote, Zero Free  *
Ireland, O2, Speak Easy  *
Italy, Vodafone, Tempo Libero Prepaid 
Italy, TIM, Easy TIM New  *
Malta, Vodafone Malta, Max Value Simple  *
France, Orange, Zap 11 18 17 euro/24 months  *
Spain, MoviStar, Contrato Empresas Tramos Horarios  *
Spain, Vodafone, Contrato Mañana 
France, SFR, Forfait Bloques 19.90 euro 24 months *
euro per month including VAT
2008
2007
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Figure 19: Medium usage basket post paid 
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Lithuania, Omnitel, Connect Smart  *
Estonia, Tele2 Estonia, Hinnaliider 75 
Austria, Mobilkom, bob vierer  *
Cyprus, MTN, MTN 140 
Netherlands, KPN, SIM only €17.50  *
Lithuania, Tele2, Čempionas  *
Sweden, Tele 2 Comviq, Snackis  *
Finland, Elisa, Kolombus K1  *
Cyprus, CYTA, Classic 
Latvia, Tele2 Latvia, Brivais 
Sweden, Telia, Telia Mobil Bingo 18 months  *
Poland, Era, New Biznes 20 
Netherlands, Vodafone, SIM only 27.50   2 year *
Estonia, Eesti Mobiltelefon, Peo Leo  *
Denmark, TDC Mobil, Simply  *
Austria, T Mobile, Telering Günta *
Hungary, Pannon, djuice post paid 10 
Latvia, LMT, Formula 8 
Slovenia, Si.mobil Vodafone, Orto U Nulo  *
Finland, Sonera, Min Sonera   Samtal 100  + SMS 50 *
Luxembourg, Tango, Knock out 
Denmark, Sonofon, Base + 
Romania, Orange, Flexible 10 Prices in Euro *
Luxembourg, LuxGSM, Basic 
UK, T Mobile, Solo 15   30 day SIM only *
Poland, Orange, poznaj nową taryfę 55  *
Romania, Vodafone, Vodafone Favourite Hours Prices in US$ *
Hungary, T Mobile, Relax 100 
Bulgaria, M Tel, M Tel Extra Pro  *
Portugal, TMN, Flat S + Pakot 60 SMS *
Slovenia, Mobitel, Uniform 
Portugal, Vodafone, Plano Best Total 1 Aditivo SMS 30 *
Bulgaria, Globul, 30+ 
Slovakia, Orange, Pausal 50 + SMS 
Belgium, Proximus, Smile Bundle €20 + WE On net 
Belgium, Mobistar, My15  *
Greece, Cosmote, Cosmote 120 + SMS 30 *
Czech, O2, Neon M  *
Greece, Vodafone, Vodafone 100 SMS 50 *
Malta, Vodafone Malta, Lightweight + On net *
Slovakia, T Mobile, 20+20Viac 
Czech, T Mobile, Kredit 450 
France, Orange, Forfait M6 24.90€/24 months  *
France, SFR, Forfait Bloques 29.90 euro 24 months *
Italy, TIM, Easy TIM New  *
Germany, Vodafone, Kombi Wochenende 120 SIM only *
UK, O2, Pay Monthly 200 18 month plan *
Germany, T Mobile, Relax 50 + SMS 40 *
Ireland, Vodafone, Perfect Choice 100  *
Italy, Vodafone, 6 Libero  *
Ireland, O2, Business Time 175  *
Spain, MoviStar, Contrato Empresas Tramos Horarios 
Malta, Go, Go Together 
Spain, Vodafone, Contrato Mañana  *
euro per month including VAT
2008
2007
 
Entries with an asterisk (*) after the name have changed the package name and structure since last year. 
Figure 20: Medium usage basket pre & post paid  
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Lithuania, Omnitel, Connect Smart  *
Estonia, Tele2 Estonia, Hinnaliider 75 
Austria, Mobilkom, bob vierer  *
Cyprus, MTN, MTN 140 
Cyprus, CYTA, Soeasy  *
Netherlands, KPN, SIM only €17.50  *
Lithuania, Tele2, Čempionas  *
Sweden, Tele 2 Comviq, Snackis  *
Finland, Elisa, Kolombus Prepaid  *
Denmark, Sonofon, Selvhenter.dk 
Latvia, LMT, Okarte Goody  *
Latvia, Tele2 Latvia, Brivais 
Sweden, Telia, Telia Mobil Bingo 18 months  *
Poland, Era, New Biznes 20 
Netherlands, Vodafone, SIM only 27.50   2 year *
Estonia, Eesti Mobiltelefon, Peo Leo  *
Romania, Vodafone, Cartela Vodafone Prices in Euro *
Denmark, TDC Mobil, Simply  *
Austria, T Mobile, Telering Günta  *
Hungary, Pannon, djuice post paid 10 
Slovenia, Si.mobil Vodafone, Orto U Nulo  *
Finland, Sonera, Min Sonera   Samtal 100  + SMS 50 *
Luxembourg, Tango, Knock out 
Portugal, Vodafone, Vodafone Directo Com Carregamentos
Portugal, TMN, UZO Minimum usage *
Germany, T Mobile, Xtra Click Online  *
Hungary, T Mobile, Domino Aktív 
Romania, Orange, Flexible 10 Prices in Euro *
Luxembourg, LuxGSM, Basic 
Italy, Vodafone, Facile Small Prepaid  *
UK, T Mobile, Solo 15   30 day SIM only *
Poland, Orange, poznaj nową taryfę 55  *
Germany, Vodafone, CallYa Compact Online
Bulgaria, M Tel, M Tel Extra Pro  *
UK, O2, Pay & Go O2 Unlimited £15 top up *
Malta, Go, Base  *
Slovenia, Mobitel, Uniform 
Bulgaria, Globul, 30+ 
Slovakia, Orange, Pausal 50 + SMS 
Belgium, Mobistar, Simply Prepaid  *
Belgium, Proximus, Smile Bundle €20 + WE On net 
Greece, Cosmote, Cosmote 120 + SMS 30 *
Czech, O2, Mix  *
Greece, Vodafone, Vodafone 100 SMS 50 *
Malta, Vodafone Malta, Lightweight + Free minutes *
Czech, T Mobile, Twist Tyden 
Slovakia, T Mobile, 20+20Viac 
Ireland, O2, Unlimited Free Texts  *
France, Orange, Forfait M6 24.90€/24 months  *
France, SFR, Forfait Bloques 29.90 euro 24 months *
Italy, TIM, Easy TIM New  *
Ireland, Vodafone, Perfect Choice 100  *
Spain, MoviStar, Contrato Empresas Tramos Horarios 
Spain, Vodafone, Contrato Mañana  *
euro per month including VAT
2008
2007
 
Entries with an asterisk (*) after the name have changed the package name and structure since last year.  
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Figure 21: High usage basket post paid 
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Lithuania, Omnitel, Valandos 2  *
Estonia, Tele2 Estonia, Hinnaliider 75 
Austria, Mobilkom, bob vierer  *
Netherlands, KPN, SIM only €23.50  *
Cyprus, MTN, MTN 140 
Austria, T Mobile, Telering Günta *
Sweden, Tele 2 Comviq, Snackis  *
Finland, Elisa, Elisa 250  + Tekstari 100 *
Denmark, Sonofon, MobilDeal 99  *
Cyprus, CYTA, Classic 
UK, T Mobile, Solo 15   30 day SIM only *
Lithuania, Tele2, Čempionas  *
Latvia, Tele2 Latvia, Brivais 
Slovenia, Si.mobil Vodafone, Orto U Nulo  *
Finland, Sonera, Min Sonera   Samtal 350  + SMS 50 *
Sweden, Telia, Telia Mobil Bingo 18 months  *
Netherlands, Vodafone, SIM only 35.00   2 year *
Luxembourg, Tango, Easy 
Luxembourg, LuxGSM, Relax +Landlines+Tango
Poland, Era, New Biznes 40 
Estonia, Eesti Mobiltelefon, Peo Leo  *
Denmark, TDC Mobil, Simply  *
Latvia, LMT, Formula 8 
Hungary, Pannon, djuice post paid 10 
Hungary, T Mobile, Relax 250 
Romania, Orange, Flexible 20 Prices in Euro *
Italy, TIM, Tutto Compreso 30 24 month *
Bulgaria, M Tel, M Tel Extra Pro  *
Poland, Orange, poznaj nową taryfę 100  *
Romania, Vodafone, Vodafone 200 Prices in Euro *
UK, O2, Pay Monthly 400 18 month plan *
Portugal, TMN, Flat M + Pakot 60 SMS *
Portugal, Vodafone, Plano Best Total 2 Aditivo SMS 30 *
Slovenia, Mobitel, Povezani 11  *
Greece, Vodafone, Vodafone 250 SMS 50 *
Greece, Cosmote, Cosmote 270 + SMS 30 *
Malta, Vodafone Malta, Middleweight + On net *
Germany, Vodafone, Kombi Wochenende 240 SIM only *
France, SFR, Essentiel 3H Maxi 24 months *
France, Orange, Forfait M6 29.90€/24 months  *
Czech, O2, Business 150  *
Germany, T Mobile, Relax 200 + SMS 40 *
Czech, T Mobile, Kredit 700 
Bulgaria, Globul, Timestop 
Slovakia, Orange, Pausal 90 + SMS 
Italy, Vodafone, Facile Small  *
Belgium, Mobistar, FreeAllFriends 
Ireland, O2, Clear 350 18 month *
Belgium, Proximus, Smile Bundle €35 + WE On net 
Slovakia, T Mobile, 200Viac 
Malta, Go, Business 1000 
Spain, MoviStar, Contrato Empresas Tramos Horarios 
Ireland, Vodafone, Perfect Choice 200  *
Spain, Vodafone, Contrato Mañana 
euro per month including VAT
2008
2007
 
Entries with an asterisk (*) after the name have changed the package name and structure since last year. 
Figure 22: High usage basket pre & post paid  
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Lithuania, Omnitel, Valandos 2  *
Estonia, Tele2 Estonia, Hinnaliider 75 
Austria, Mobilkom, bob vierer  *
Netherlands, KPN, SIM only €23.50  *
Cyprus, MTN, MTN 140 
Austria, T Mobile, Telering Günta  *
Sweden, Tele 2 Comviq, Snackis  *
Finland, Elisa, Elisa 250  + Tekstari 100 *
Denmark, Sonofon, MobilDeal 99  *
Cyprus, CYTA, Soeasy  *
UK, T Mobile, Solo 15   30 day SIM only *
Lithuania, Tele2, Čempionas  *
Latvia, Tele2 Latvia, Brivais 
Slovenia, Si.mobil Vodafone, Orto U Nulo  *
Finland, Sonera, Min Sonera   Samtal 350  + SMS 50 *
Sweden, Telia, Telia Mobil Bingo 18 months  *
Netherlands, Vodafone, SIM only 35.00   2 year *
Luxembourg, Tango, Easy 
Latvia, LMT, Okarte Goody  *
Luxembourg, LuxGSM, Relax +Landlines+Tango
Poland, Era, New Biznes 40 
Estonia, Eesti Mobiltelefon, Peo Leo  *
Romania, Vodafone, Cartela Vodafone Prices in Euro *
Denmark, TDC Mobil, Simply  *
Italy, Vodafone, Facile Small Prepaid  *
Hungary, Pannon, djuice post paid 10 
Hungary, T Mobile, Relax 250 
Romania, Orange, Flexible 20 Prices in Euro *
Germany, T Mobile, Xtra Click Online  *
Portugal, Vodafone, Vodafone Directo Com
Portugal, TMN, UZO Minimum usage *
Italy, TIM, Tutto Compreso 30 24 month *
Bulgaria, M Tel, M Tel Extra Pro  *
Poland, Orange, poznaj nową taryfę 100  *
UK, O2, Pay Monthly 400 18 month plan *
Germany, Vodafone, CallYa Comfort 2.0 €25  *
Slovenia, Mobitel, Povezani 11  *
Greece, Vodafone, Vodafone 250 SMS 50 *
Greece, Cosmote, Cosmote 270 + SMS 30 *
Malta, Go, Base  *
Malta, Vodafone Malta, Middleweight + Free minutes *
France, SFR, Essentiel 3H Maxi 24 months *
France, Orange, Forfait M6 29.90€/24 months  *
Czech, O2, Business 150  *
Czech, T Mobile, Kredit 700 
Bulgaria, Globul, Timestop 
Slovakia, Orange, Pausal 90 + SMS 
Belgium, Mobistar, FreeAllFriends 
Ireland, O2, Clear 350 18 month *
Belgium, Proximus, Smile Bundle €35 + WE On net 
Slovakia, T Mobile, 200Viac 
Spain, MoviStar, Contrato Empresas Tramos Horarios 
Ireland, Vodafone, Perfect Choice 200  *
Spain, Vodafone, Contrato Mañana 
euro per month including VAT
2008
2007
 
Entries with an asterisk (*) after the name have changed the package name and structure since last year.  
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1.5.2. Simple average across all mobile operators 
Figure 23: Average 2006 2008 Low usage basket post paid 
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Figure 24: Average 2006 2008 Low usage basket pre & post paid 
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Figure 25: Average 2006 2008 Medium usage basket post paid 
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Figure 26: Average 2006 2008 Medium usage basket pre & post paid 
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Figure 27: Average 2006 2008 High usage basket post paid 
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Figure 28: Average 2006 2008 High usage basket pre & post paid  
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1.6. CALL TERMI ATIO  O  MOBILE  ETWORKS 
This section presents the per-minute interconnection charges  for fixed call termination on the networks of  mobile 
operators based on the first three minutes of a call at peak rate. Where available charges for call termination on the 
networks  of  3G  operators  and  service  providers  (MVNO  and  resellers)  have  been  included.  Charges  are  for  calls 
originated in the same countries 
In the following charts information is shown for mobile operators in the EU (representing almost 100% of the EU 
mobile market). Where available, information on mobile-to-mobile termination rate has been indicated in the notes. 
Data have been collected by the NRAs, and refer to 1 October 2008.  
1.6.1. EU and national average 
The following chart shows the trend at EU level in the (weighted) average fixed-to-mobile termination charges for all 
mobile operators in the EU since October 2005. The EU trend should be considered as indicative, since Bulgaria and 
Romania have been included only in 2007.  
The national averages for all mobile operators in each Member States are weighted average charges based on the 
number of subscribers and the termination rate of each operator at 1 October 2008.  
Where available, national averages based on interconnection traffic data have been shown. This gives a better indication 
of EU national average.  
Where available, data for 3G operators and service providers have been taken into account. The 2008 exchange rates 
have been applied to the non euro-zone countries for previous years.  
Despite  the  continuing  decline,  termination  charges  remain  on  average  more  than  times  higher  than  the  fixed 
interconnection charges (double transit).  
The trend shows that termination charges have continued to decrease and at October 2008 the EU average termination 
charge was % lower than one year before (% respect October 2005). The most significant reductions
1 have occurred in 
Slovenia (%), Belgium (%) and Austria (%). Reductions around % have taken place in France and Germany. However, 
mobile termination rate remain very high in Bulgaria and Estonia (more than % above the EU average) and in Ireland 
(almost % above the EU average). 
                                                 
1  National average calculated on the basis of subscribers.  
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Figure 29: EU average interconnection charges for call termination on mobile networks 
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Figure 30: Interconnection charges for call termination on mobile networks 
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Romania: Cosmote and Telemobil are charging in USD dollars the mobile termination services provided to the fixed incumbent and to the main 
mobile competitor ; the exchange EUR/USD rates used for Cosmote and Zapp tariffs were 1.42 as of 1st October 2007 and 1.41 as of ast October 
2008 
The following charts show the individual  fixed-to-mobile interconnection charges  for mobile operators in the EU. 
Cyprus shows the lowest charge (€ cents) whereas the highest charge is found in € cents.  
Figure 31: Interconnection charges for call termination on mobile networks (peak)  
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I.C. charges for call termination on mobile networks (peak) 
in €-cents,October 2008
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I.C. charges for call termination on mobile 
networks (peak) in €-cents,October 2008
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